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ABSTRACT
Context. In the magneto-centrifugal mechanism for jet formation, accreting neutron stars are assumed to produce relativistic jets only
if their surface magnetic field is weak enough (B ∼ 108 G). However, the most common manifestation of neutron stars are pulsars,
whose magnetic field distribution peaks at B ∼ 1012 G. If the neutron star magnetic field has at least this strength at birth, it must
decay considerably before jets can be launched in binary systems.
Aims. We study the magnetic field evolution of a neutron star that accretes matter from the wind of a high-mass stellar companion so
that we can constrain the accretion rate and the impurities in the crust, which are necessary conditions for jet formation.
Methods. We solved the induction equation for the diffusion and convection of the neutron star magnetic field confined to the crust,
assuming spherical accretion in a simpliflied one-dimensional treatment. We incorporated state-of-the-art microphysics, including
consistent thermal evolution profiles, and assumed two different neutron star cooling scenarios based on the superfluidity conditions
at the core.
Results. We find that in this scenario, magnetic field decay at long timescales is governed mainly by the accretion rate, while the
impurity content and thermal evolution of the neutron star play a secondary role. For accretion rates ˙M & 10−10 M⊙ yr−1, surface
magnetic fields can decay up to four orders of magnitude in ∼107 yr, which is the timescale imposed by the evolution of the high-mass
stellar companion in these systems. Based on these results, we discuss the possibility of transient jet-launching in strong wind-
accreting high-mass binary systems like supergiant fast X-ray transients.
Key words. Stars: neutron, magnetic fields, accretion, X-rays: binaries
1. Introduction
A new class of short X-ray transients was discovered by
INTEGRAL observations of the Galactic plane. The so-called
supergiant fast X-ray transients (SFXTs) are presumably com-
posed of a compact object (a neutron star –NS– or a black hole)
and an OB supergiant. These binaries show short flares that last
from a few hours to days, reaching LX ∼ 1036 − 1037 erg s−1 and
returning to quiescent levels of LX ∼ 1032 erg s−1 (Sguera et al.,
2005; Negueruela et al., 2006). They are more frequently in an
intermediate state in which LX ∼ 1033 − 1034 erg s−1, because of
residual accretion onto the compact object (Sidoli et al., 2008).
At present, the SFXTs class has ten members, identified
through the association of the transient X-ray source with blue
supergiant companions. In addition, there are several candi-
dates without confirmed optical/IR counterparts (see e.g., Sidoli,
2011, for a recent review). In at least four SFXTs, the discov-
ery of X-ray pulsations that reach from 4.7 to 228 s confirms
the presence of a NS. Orbital periods have also been measured;
they range from 3.3 to 165 days. Three models have been pro-
posed for the fast-flaring mechanism (see the review by Sidoli,
2009): (i) spherically symmetric clumpy winds, where the X-
ray flares are produced when a dense clump is accreted by the
compact object (in’t Zand, 2005; Walter & Zurita Heras, 2007;
Send offprint requests to: F. Garcı´a
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Negueruela et al., 2008; Ducci et al., 2009); (ii) anisotropic
winds, where the flare occurs when the compact object crosses a
slow and dense equatorial wind component, which increases the
accretion process (Sidoli et al., 2007); (iii) gated mechanisms,
where accretion is inhibited by a centrifugal or magnetic bar-
rier (Grebenev & Sunyaev, 2007; Bozzo et al., 2008), which re-
quires an NS with a strong magnetic field (B ∼ 1014−1015 G) and
a slow spin period (Ps ∼ 103 s). However, magnetar activity in
SFXTs has not been detected yet. An estimate of a low magnetic
field (B ∼ 1011 G) has been obtained through a cyclotron line in
the spectrum of SFXT IGR J18483–0311, for an electron origin.
However, a magnetar cannot be discarded if this cyclotron line
is caused by protons, for which B ∼ 5 × 1014 G.
Four unidentified γ-ray transient sources, AGL J2022+3622,
3EG J1837–0423, 3EG J1122–5946, and AGL J1734–3310,
are spatially correlated with three SFXTs (or candidates):
IGR J20188+3647, AX J1841.0–0536, IGR J11215–5952
(Sguera, 2009), and one intermediate SFXT: IGR J17354–3255
(Sguera et al., 2011). These possible associations raise the possi-
bility that SFXT might also produce radiation at energies above
100 MeV. Recently, Sguera et al. (2009) developed a model for
the γ-ray emission from SFXT AX J1841.0–0536 based on
the hypothesis that the high-energy radiation is originated from
the cooling of relativistic particles accelerated in a collimated
outflow from the NS. Although jets have been confirmed in
some NSs that belong to low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs),
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in high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs) that host an NS no jet
has been detected so far, although currently a possible jet ori-
gin is discussed for HMXB LS I +61 303 for its γ-ray emission
(Romero et al., 2007).
The magneto-centrifugal mechanism for jet formation in ac-
creting NSs requires the accreted material to drag magnetic
field lines near to the surface of the compact object. The fluid
pressure in this region must be higher than that exerted by the
NS magnetic field. If this is the case, the field should not be
greater than B ∼ 108 G (Massi & Kaufman Bernado´, 2008). For
LMXBs with old NSs (&109 yr), the magnetic field has enough
time to decay several orders of magnitude from a typical value
∼1012 G of the initial field to the required field for jet launching.
On the other hand, the timescales are quite short for HMXBs,
since the donor star has a short lifetime as well (∼107 yr).
However, this type of stars presents strong and highly inhomo-
geneous winds (Runacres & Owocki, 2005; Owocki & Cohen,
2006; Negueruela, 2010) that enhance the accretion process onto
the NS and might trigger an accelerated magnetic field decay at
the NS surface by advecting the currents originating the mag-
netic field to the interior of the star in a burial process (see
the pioneering work from Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Komberg, 1974).
Moreover, impurities in the crust due to accretion might amplify
its resistivity.
In this work we explore necessary conditions for an NS that
belongs to an HMXB system to undergo a surface magnetic field
decay from an initial field of the order of B ∼ 1012 G to a fi-
nal value of B . 108 G, which could allow for jet formation in
the system. We used a one-dimensional spherical accreting NS
model, including state-of-the-art mycrophysics, electrical con-
ductivity, and thermal evolution profiles, considering qualita-
tively different scenarios in terms of accretion rates, superfluidity
in the NS core, and impurity content in the NS crust, for which
we numerically solved the induction equation for the magnetic
field evolution with appropriate initial and boundary conditions
on a timescale of 107 yr. With this first approach to the problem,
we aim to put initial constraints in preparation for deeper inves-
tigations that use a more realistic model for the magnetic field
evolution (see Vigano` et al., 2012).
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Sect. 2 we present
the accreted NS crust model, the thermal profiles, and the model
adopted for the magnetic field evolution according to the induc-
tion equation and transport properties in the NS crust. In Sect. 3
we show our numerical results, and in Sect. 4 we discuss them
in the context of the SFXTs. Finally, we summarize our conclu-
sions in Sect. 5.
2. Underlying neutron star model
2.1. Accreted neutron star crust
To study the magnetic field evolution, we first constructed a
background NS model using an equation of state to repre-
sent both the NS crust and its core, based on the effective nu-
clear interaction SLy (Douchin & Haensel, 2001), and consider-
ing a modified crust composition due to the accreted material
(Haensel & Zdunik, 2008). At low densities in the outer crust
(ρ ∼ 1010 gr cm−3) the altered crust composition presents nu-
clei with atomic number Z < 20, while in catalyzed matter Z
is 40–50. At intermediate densities, the lattice presents nuclei
with mass number A <∼ 100 in contrast to the A ∼ 300 that
is typical of isolated NSs. At high densities in the inner crust
(ρ > 1013 gr cm−3), the accreted matter composition is very sim-
ilar to the non-accreted case because of free neutron gas that
Table 1. Central density ρc, stellar mass M, stellar radius RNS ,
and crust thickness∆Rcrust for the low-mass (LM) and high-mass
(HM) NS models.
Neutron Star ρc M RNS ∆Rcrust
Model (g cm−3) (M⊙) (km) (km)
Low Mass (LM) 9.9 × 1014 1.4 11.72 0.93
High Mass (HM) 1.4 × 1015 1.8 11.34 0.59
100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107
t [yr]
HM model
no SF
strong SF
106
107
108
109
100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107
T 
[K
]
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Fig. 1. Thermal profiles adopted from Aguilera et al. (2008).
Left (right) panel shows the thermal evolution for two extreme
cases for the superfluidity in the core of the LM (HM) model.
scatters on the ion lattice, and thus the effect caused by accretion
become less important than in the outer regions.
To investigate whether possible differences might arise from
the NS internal structure, we propose two configurations: a
1.4 M⊙ NS, which we call low-mass (LM) model, and an NS
of 1.8 M⊙, named high-mass (HM) model. In Table 1 we list the
most important properties of these two models.
For the chosen equation of state, the crust-core interface is at
ρCC = 0.46 ρ0, where ρ0 = 2.8× 1014 g cm−3 is the nuclear satu-
ration density. The crust thickness, defined as the distance from
this crust-core interface to the NS surface, is about ∼1 km in the
LM model, which is ∼60% thinner in the HM model. This thick-
ness represents a characteristic length scale for the confinement
of the crustal magnetic field, which is supported by the currents
in the crust.
2.2. Thermal profiles
We assumed an isothermal crust with a temperature that evolves
following thermal profiles shown in Figure 1, taken from
Aguilera et al. (2008).
To analyse the qualitative effects of thermal profiles on the
magnetic field evolution, we incorporated two extreme cases for
neutron superfluidity (SF) in the p-wave (3P2 state) in the NS
core: strong superfluidity (strong SF model), where we consid-
ered very high critical temperatures, Tc ≈ 6 × 109 K, and no
superfluidity (no SF model) for this nucleon. We considered in
both models an s-wave superfluidity of neutrons in the crust and
protons in the core (with Tc ≈ 8 × 109 K, ≈ 6 × 109 K, respec-
tively), but these correlations leave a much weaker imprint on
the cooling curves than the neutrons in the core.
For t . 105 yr, the neutron pairing in the p-wave deacceler-
ates the cooling compared with the non-superfluid case. In this
first stage, the more massive star suffers a faster cooling due to
the efficient emission of neutrinos through the direct Urca pro-
cess. When the temperature is low enough (at, t > 105 yr), pho-
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ton emission dominates the cooling and the suppresion of spe-
cific heat by superfluidity gives as result an accelerated cooling,
with final temperatures T < 105 K on timescales t < 107 yr.
2.3. Magnetic field evolution
Under the assumptions of high electrical conductivity and non-
relativistic fluid velocities, magnetic field evolution in the NS
crust is governed by the magnetohydrodynamic induction equa-
tion:
∂B
∂t
= −
c2
4π
∇ ×
(
1
σ
∇ × B
)
+ ∇ × (v × B) , (1)
where c is the light velocity, v the velocity of the fluid, and σ the
electrical conductivity.
The partial differential equation (Eq. 1) for the evolution of
the magnetic field B involves two terms. The first one is known
as the diffusion term, which essentially depends on the electri-
cal conductivity. The second one is the advective term, which
originates from the magnetic field line dragging caused by the
movement of the fluid that holds the sources.
Assuming a dipolar magnetic field configuration, the vector
potential reads A = (0, 0, Aφ), where Aφ = s(r, t) sin θ/r. Here r
is the radial coordinate and θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal
angles. Then, assuming a spherical inflow for the accreting mat-
ter, the induction equation reduces to a one-dimensional partial
differential equation for the Stokes stream function, s(r, t):
∂s
∂t
=
c2
4πσ
(
∂2s
∂r2
−
2s
r2
)
− vr
∂s
∂r
. (2)
The fluid velocity, vr(r), is obtained by the continuity condition
from the accretion rate, ˙M, which is a free parameter in this
model:
vr(r) = −
˙M
4πr2ρ(r) , (3)
where ρ(r) is the density profile of the accreted NS crust. It is
important to note that for the accretion rates and magnetic field
strengths considered here, columnar accretion at the NS mag-
netic poles is expected, involving a small area of the NS surface.
This certainly motivates a two-dimensional treatment of the in-
coming matter flow and its effect on the accretion area, which
is beyond the scope of the present work. We instead focused on
qualitative aspects of the magnetic field decay that are expected
for the columnar accretion model as well.
To solve the differential equation (2), it is necessary to as-
sume proper boundary and initial conditions for the problem. At
the surface, the boundary condition originates from matching of
the internal geometry with a vacuum dipolar exterior solution.
Following Konar & Bhattacharya (1997), the interior boundary
condition is obtained assuming that the electrical conductivity
at the NS core is several orders of magnitude higher than in the
NS crust. For the initial condition, we assumed that the currents
that hold the magnetic field are expelled from the core during
the NS formation by superconducting protons, and therefore the
magnetic field is confined to the crust (Geppert & Urpin, 1994):
s(r, t = 0) =

0 if r < ri(
r−ri
RNS−ri
)2
if ri < r ≤ RNS
, (4)
where ri is the radial distance for the initial expulsion of the mag-
netic field, and we normalized s(RNS, t = 0) = 1, for simplicity.
1020
1022
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1028
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1034
10810910101011101210131014
σ
 
[s-
1 ]
ρ [gr cm-3]
co
re inner crust outer crust
T = 106 K
T = 108 K
Q = 0.1  
Q = 5.0  
Fig. 2. Electrical conductivity,σ, in the NS crust for two temper-
atures (106 and 108 K) and two values adopted for the impurity
parameter (0.1 and 5.0).
Under these assumptions, the magnetic field at the surface of the
NS at any time can be obtained by means of the Stokes function,
B(RNS, t) = s(RNS, t) · B(RNS, t = 0), where B(RNS, t = 0) is the
initial surface magnetic field that we fixed to the canonical value
1012 G.
Electrical and thermal conductivity at the NS crust play a
fundamental role in both the magnetic and thermal evolution. In
particular, the electrical conductivity governs magnetic field evo-
lution through the diffusion term of the induction equation (1). In
the NS crust, the principal charge carriers are the electrons, and
thus the transport coefficient, σ, is determined taking into ac-
count every electron scattering-on processes: ions (p), phonons
(ph), and impurities (Q). We used the non-quantizing electron
conductivity from a public code1 based on Potekhin (1999), with
the modifications introduced by Chugunov (2012). These rou-
tines give σ as a function of the temperature, T , density, ρ, mag-
netic field, B, atomic and mass numbers, (Z, A), auxiliary mass
number, which incorporates the free neutron gas, A∗, and the im-
purity content parameter, Q = Z2imp.
The impurity content is defined as a measure of the charge
dispersion in the lattice, Q = 1
ni
∑
n′ n
′(Z − Z′)2, where ni is
the number density of the dominant ion of charge Z and n′ are
the number densities of the interloper species of charge Z′. The
conductivity associated with Q dominates at low temperatures,
when the conductivity due to scattering-on phonons becomes ir-
relevant. We assumed two extreme values for the impurity pa-
rameter in the outer crust: Q = 0.1, representing an almost per-
fect crystal, and Q = 5, for a high impurity level. In the in-
ner crust, beyond the neutron drip (ND) density (ρ > ρND =
4.2 × 1011 g cm−3), a free neutron gas that scatters on the nuclei
of the lattice prevents the formation of impurities, and therefore
we set Q = 0.
In Figure 2 we show the electrical conductivity as a function
of the density in the NS interior for two different temperatures
T = 106 and 108 K and for two values adopted for the impurity
parameter at the outer crust: Q = 0.1 and 5.0. The inset at the
top-right corner of the figure shows the detail of the jump of the
electrical conductivity close to the ND density. Beyond the crust-
core interface, the electrical conductivity is very high, several
orders of magnitude higher than in the outer crust.
1 http://www.ioffe.ru/astro/conduct/index.html
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In the inner crust, where we have set Q = 0, the conductivity
is strongly dependent on the temperature. For a temperature T =
106 K, the conductivity presents a huge gradient, varying from
σ ≫ 1035 s−1 to 1033 s−1 at the ND density. However, for a
higher temperature of 108 K, the gradient is less steep, varying
only from 1027 to 1024 s−1. The jump at the crust-core interface
becomes smaller as the temperature decreases.
Although at the outer crust the differences are smaller than in
the inner crust, the conductivity still presents not only an impor-
tant gradient, but also a strong dependence on the temperature
and on the impurity parameter. For a temperature of 108 K, the
electrical conductivity varies from ∼1024 s−1 at the ND density
to 1020 s−1 at the NS surface. In this case, considering the higher
impurity value, Q = 5.0, a small jump in the conductivity is
obtained at the ND point and, for densities ρ < 1010 g cm−3,
the conductivity is independent of the impurities. For a lower
temperature, T = 106 K, the conductivity at the outer crust be-
haves in a very different manner. When the impurity content is
low (Q = 0.1), σ varies from 3 × 1025 s−1 at the ND density
to ∼1021 s−1 at the NS surface, staying 1–3 orders of magnitude
higher than for T = 108 K throughout the outer crust. For a high
impurity content (Q = 5.0), the conductivity is at least one order
of magnitude lower for ρ & 108 gr cm−3, becoming similar to
the low-impurity case close to the NS surface. At low tempera-
tures, the impurities become almost the only effective target for
the electron scattering-on processes, and thus the jump at the ND
density grows strongly as the NS cools down.
3. Numerical results
To solve the induction equation for the Stokes function (2),
we used an operator-splitting method that combines an implicit
Crank-Nicolson scheme for the diffusive term and an explicit
upwind method for the advective one. After several tests on the
spatial step size, we fixed a grid of 200 points from the NS sur-
face, r = RNS, to r = 10 km, which we set ∼0.75 km inside the
NS core, to satisfy the inner boundary condition. For the diffu-
sive term we adopted an incremental time step ∆t = t/200. In
each diffusive time step, we solved the advective term dividing
this time interval into shorter ones to attain for the CFL condi-
tion (Courant et al., 1928). To calculate the diffusive term, our
numerical code invokes the conductivity routines from Potekhin
(1999) to obtain the electrical conductivity, σ, in each point of
the spatial grid. Density, ρ, and composition, (A, Z), are taken
from the equation of state and the temperature, T , from the ther-
mal profiles (see Section 2.2). The impurity content, Q = Z2imp,
and the accretion rate, ˙M, are free parameters in our model.
First we present the evolution of the Stokes’ profile in the
crust for the LM (Figure 3) and HM (Figure 4) models, consid-
ering four different values for the accretion rate, ˙M−10, which is
in units of 10−10 M⊙ yr−1. At t = 1 yr, the Stokes profile is al-
most identical to the initial distribution s(r, t = 0) (see Eq. 4).
At the first stage (t < 105 yr), the magnetic field is rearranged to
the inner crust, where the conductivity is higher than in the outer
crust, being reduced at most by a factor of 10 at the surface,
RNS. During this first stage, the Stokes profiles in all cases are
increasing functions of the radius, as the initial distribution. For
accretion rates ˙M < 10−10 M⊙ yr−1, the decay becomes uniform
over the crust, and the Stokes function reaches values ∼10−2 at
the NS surface on timescales ∼107 yr. When the effects caused
by the advective term are similar to the diffusive ones, the advec-
tion of the magnetic field through the NS interior for accretion
rates ˙M & 10−10 M⊙ yr−1 becomes strong enough to produce
rcore 11.0 rND 11.5 RNS       
r [km]   
M
-10 = 5.0
. 100 yr
107 yr10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
rcore 11.0 rND 11.5
s(r
,t)
r [km]   
M
-10 = 0.1
. 100 yr
107 yr
Fig. 3. Evolution of the Stokes function at the crust of the LM
model. Each panel corresponds to a different accretion rate. In
both panels, each curve (from top to bottom at the NS surface
RNS) corresponds to t = 1, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106 , and
107 yr. In all cases, we use Q = 5 and no SF model.
rcore 11.0 rND RNS      
r [km]   
M
-10 = 5.0
. 100 yr
107 yr
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
rcore 11.0 rND RNS      
s(r
,t)
r [km]   
M
-10 = 0.1
. 100 yr
107 yr
Fig. 4. Idem as Figure 3 for HM model.
a burying process, leading to significantly lower values at the
surface than in the inner crust, where the conductivity is several
orders of magnitude higher.
We show in Figures 5 and 6 the surface magnetic field evo-
lution for the LM and HM models as a function of the accretion
rate, ˙M, obtained for both superfluidity scenarios (no SF and
strong SF) and for two different impurity contents at the crust
(Q = 0.1 and Q = 5.0).
For the LM model (Figure 5), for the first stage (t < 105 yr),
while the star is still hot (T & 108 K), the magnetic field decay is
similar in all cases, because the evolution is governed by the dif-
fusive process. After the star cools down, the accretion process
starts to dominate the decay at the surface because of the advec-
tion of the field into deeper interior layers. Thus, decay-curves
separate themselves in terms of each ˙M value. Moreover, after
t ∼ 106 yr, the impurity content starts to play an important role as
well. For a low impurity (Q = 0.1), when the temperature is low
enough (T <∼ 106 K), the conductivity in the outer crust becomes
∼2 orders of magnitude higher than for a high-impurity content
(Q = 5.0). Thus the magnetic field is reduced faster for Q = 0.1,
because the advective process becomes more significant when
the diffusion dims. For Q = 5.0, the magnetic field is smoothly
diffused in the outer crust, avoiding the burying to the interior.
However, for a higher accretion rate, ˙M ∼ 5×10−10 M⊙ yr−1, the
magnetic field on the surface always decays below 108 G in less
than 2 × 107 yr. The opposite occurs if the accretion process is
turned off ( ˙M = 0). In this case, after the magnetic field reaches
the crust-core interface (t ∼ 105 − 106 yr), where the conduc-
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Fig. 5. Surface magnetic field evolution for LM model obtained
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Fig. 6. Idem as Figure 5 for HM model.
tivity is extremely high, the Stokes function stops evolving over
the crust, and hence the magnetic field at the surface freezes at
∼2×1010 G.
In summary, our results show that the decay is always fast in
young stars (t . 105 yr) of low mass as long as they are warm,
in agreement with previous results found by Urpin & Muslimov
(1992) and Konar & Bhattacharya (1997). We obtained slightly
different timescales because we incorporate updated micro-
physics and thermal profiles.
For the more massive HM model (Figure 6), the density
at the core is high enough to turn on the emission of neu-
trinos through the direct Urca process (see the review from
Yakovlev et al., 2001). If no neutron superfluidity is present at
the core (no SF model), the star cools down very fast and mag-
netic field decay is very slow during the first stage (t <∼ 105 yr).
104 105 106 107
t [yr]
ρi = ρND
ρi = ρCC
HM model
.
M = 0
M
-10 = 5
.
108
109
1010
1011
1012
104 105 106 107
B(
R N
S) 
[G
]
t [yr]
ρi = ρND
ρi = ρCC
LM model
.
M = 0
M
-10 = 5
.
Fig. 7. Surface magnetic field evolution for LM (left panel) and
HM (right panel) models for two different values of the initial
magnetic field expulsion: at ρi = ρCC ≈ 1.3×1014 gr cm−3 (solid
lines) and at ρi = ρND = 4.2 × 1011 gr cm−3 (dashed lines). Two
extreme accretion scenarios are compared: ˙M−10 = 5, for a high
accretion rate, and ˙M−10 = 0, for no accretion (purely diffusive
case). Here we set Q = 5.0 and no SF case.
For a superfluid interior (strong SF model), the behavior of the
magnetic field evolution is found to be very similar to the LM
case instead. However, in the HM case, the impurity parameter
becomes crucial. Only if the impurity content is high (Q = 5.0)
does the magnetic field decay, reaching B <∼ 108 G in t <∼ 107 yr,
while if the impurity content is low (Q = 0.1), the field remains
almost a factor of 10 above this value.
Up to this point, the results were obtained assuming that the
magnetic field was expelled to the outer crust during the NS for-
mation by fixing the ri parameter of the initial Stokes function
(see Eq. 4) to the ND point (ρi = ρND). To study the depen-
dence on the initial magnetic field distribution, we calculated
the magnetic field evolution considering different values for this
free parameter.
In Figure 7 we present the results obtained for both the
LM and HM models, using two extreme cases for the initial
magnetic field distribution. We compare the results shown in
the left-bottom panels of Figures 5 and 6 for ρi = ρND with
those found assuming a deeper initial distribution, ρi = ρCC ≈
1.3×1014 gr cm−3, which reaches the crust-core interface. In this
last case, when ˙M = 0, the magnetic field remains almost con-
stant for 107 yr because of the low resistivity of the inner crust.
In contrast, for high accretion rates ( ˙M = 5× 10−10 M⊙ yr−1) the
trend of the two initial distributions is very similar.
Under the assumptions made, we found that magnetic field
decay timescales are always strongly dominated by the accretion
rate. In general, we found that for ˙M >∼ 10−10 M⊙ yr−1 the mag-
netic field can decrease to B <∼ 108 G in ∼107 yr. Furthermore, at
these timescales, the field strength is found to depend on the NS
mass as well through the crust thickness and the resulting ther-
mal evolution. This thermal evolution makes the impurity con-
tent also important. In this sense, for the HM model we found
that only for a high impurity content a magnetic field can be re-
duced by up to four orders of magnitude in less than 107 yr.
It is important to note that the impurity parameter is believed
to be also strongly related to the accretion process that can be
characterized through the accretion rate and total accreted mass.
Nevertheless, it is not clear yet how these three parameters are
related.
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4. Discussion of a jet-launching scenario for SFXTs
In the past decade, the number of known HMXBs has grown
enormously, mainly because of the surveys of the Galactic Plane
carried out by the INTEGRAL satellite. In particular, several sys-
tems consisting of a compact object (a black hole or a neu-
tron star) and a high-mass supergiant star (of O or B spec-
tral type) have been detected. These stars have strong winds
(with mass losses of the order of 10−6 M⊙ yr−1 and veloci-
ties vw ∼ 1000 − 2000 km s−1, Vink et al., 2000), hence X-ray
emission is produced by the accretion of the wind by the com-
pact object. Some HMXBs show transient flaring activity in X-
rays, with high dynamic ranges (3–5 orders of magnitude) and
short timescales (from a few hours to days) (Sguera et al., 2005;
Negueruela et al., 2006). The distance obtained from their op-
tical/IR counterparts implies typical X-ray luminosities LX ∼
1036 erg s−1 in outburst and LX ∼ 1032 erg s−1 in quiescence.
Most of the time, however, the sources are in an intermediate
state of LX ∼ 1033 − 1034 erg s−1, the product of residual accre-
tion onto the compact object (Sidoli et al., 2008).
In some of these systems outburts are regular and coinci-
dent with the orbital period of the binary system, but in most
cases no period has been found and a random behaviour pre-
vails. To explain this phenomenology, in’t Zand (2005) pro-
posed that the transient X-ray flaring is produced by the ac-
cretion of clumps originating from a highly structured wind
from the supergiant companion (see e.g., Runacres & Owocki,
2005; Owocki & Cohen, 2006). This idea was explored by
Walter & Zurita Heras (2007) and later by Negueruela et al.
(2008), leading to a thorough clumpy wind model developed
by Ducci et al. (2009). To explain the periodic outbursts from
IGR J11215–5952, Sidoli et al. (2007) proposed that the regu-
lar flaring activity might be generated when the compact ob-
ject crosses a slow and dense disk-like wind component, twice
per orbital period, which proposition was based on an accre-
tion scenario. Another model proposed by Grebenev & Sunyaev
(2007) suggested that high-energy transient emission might be
produced in these systems by the interaction of the stellar wind
with the magnetosphere of the NS, in a so-called gated mecha-
nism. Bozzo et al. (2008) showed that this is possible for a mag-
netic field of the NS of the order of B ∼ 1014 − 1015 G, as in
the so-called magnetars. A cyclotron emission line at 3.3 keV in
the SFXT IGR J18483–0311 allowed infering a magnetic field
B ∼ 1011 G, assuming an electron origin. Nevertheless, a mag-
netar cannot be ruled out if the line is caused by protons, for
which B ∼ 5 × 1014 G (Sguera et al., 2010).
Three SFXTs (and one candidate) are spatially corre-
lated with unidentified transient γ-ray sources detected by
EGRET and/or AGILE satellites, as mentioned in the in-
troduction. They are IGR J20188+3647/AGL J2022+3622,
AX J1841.0–0536/3EG J1837–0423, IGR J11215–5952/3EG
J1122-5946 (Sguera, 2009), and IGR J17354–3255/AGLJ1734–
3310 (Sguera et al., 2011). No Fermi source has been found to
our knowledge, but this is not surprising because of the transient
character of the phenomena and the survey-mode operation of
the instrument2. If the γ-ray emission is real, the spatial associa-
2 The source-detection step of the latest Fermi catalogue
(Nolan et al., 2012) was only applied to the data from the full
24-month time interval of the data set. No search for transient sources
that may have been bright for only a small fraction of the 2-year interval
was systematically implemented so far. The a priori probability of
detection of moderate transient sources with very short duty-cycles,
such as those that might be associated with SFXTs, is very low.
tion opens the possibility of a common origin of the emission at
different wavelengths.
We briefly discuss these sources individually below.
AX J1841.0–0536
AX J1841.0–0536 is a transient X-ray pulsar (Ps = 4.7 s) de-
tected by the ASCA satellite in 1994 and 1999 (Bamba et al.,
2001), while displaying X-ray flares of a factor of ∼10 on
timescales of ∼1 hour. A Chandra observation allowed de-
termining its coordinates with precision (Halpern & Gotthelf,
2004). This enabled Halpern et al. (2004) to find an optical/IR
counterpart of the system, which is a supergiant star of spec-
tral type B1 Ib (Nespoli et al., 2008). The source was also de-
tected during an outburst by INTEGRAL and Swift, and finally
confirmed as a member of the SFXT class after the deep study
of Romano et al. (2011).
In the third EGRET catalogue, 3EG J1837–0423 is a transi-
tory point source, and although the spatial correlation with AX
J1841.0–0536 is ambiguous, the absence of another hard X-ray
source in the region suggests a physical relation between them
(Sguera et al., 2009).
IGR J11215–5952
This source was discovered with INTEGRAL by Lubin´ski et al.
(2005). It is associated with a B0.7 supergiant counterpart at a
distance of 8 kpc (Negueruela et al., 2007). Pulsed emission of
Ps = 187 s (Swank et al., 2007) showed that the compact ob-
ject in this SFXT is an NS. Moreover, this is the first periodic
member of the class, showing regular outbursts every ∼165 days
according to Romano et al. (2009), with typical X-ray luminosi-
ties of LX ∼ 5 × 1036 erg s−1, and long quiescent states of
LX ∼ 1033 erg s−1.
The unidentified EGRET source EGR J1122–5946 is well
spatially correlated with SFXT IGR J11215–5952 (Sguera,
2009). In addition, the absence of other counterparts in the soft γ
band suggests the possibility of a physical association between
them. However, EGRET observations do not allow to confirm
whether the source is constant or transient.
IGR J20188+3647
In 2004, INTEGRAL discovered the transient X-ray source IGR
J20188+3647. Its X-ray flaring properties, with timescales of ∼1
hour, resemble those of SFXTs, and hence it is considered as an
SFXT candidate (Sguera et al., 2006).
An unidentified γ-ray source, named AGL J2022+3622, was
observed by AGILE (Chen et al., 2007) in the same region. It is a
variable source in the MeV band, seen active for approximately
only one day. IGR J20188+3647 is the only hard X-ray source
inside the positional error circle of this AGILE source (Sguera,
2009).
IGR J17354–3255
IGR J17354–3255 is a hard X-ray transient discovered by
INTEGRAL (Kuulkers et al., 2006, 2007). With an orbital period
of 8.4 days (D’Aı` et al., 2011), the source presents flares with
X-ray luminosities LX & 1036 erg s−1 with a dynamic range &20,
typical of intermediate SFXTs (Sguera et al., 2011; Bozzo et al.,
2012). Recently, Coleiro et al. (2013) found the near-IR coun-
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terpart of the system, an 09Iab supergiant, thus confirming its
SFXT classification.
This INTEGRAL source is the only hard X-ray source un-
ambiguously located inside the error circle of the unidentified
source AGL J1734–3310 (Sguera et al., 2011; Sguera, 2013),
which is a transient MeV/GeV source detected in outburst by
the AGILE satellite (Bulgarelli et al., 2009). Here, the possible
association is based not only on the spatial correlation, but also
on the temporal behaviour of the two sources at different wave-
lengths. However, based on observations performed in the soft
X-ray band by the Swift/XRT, Ducci et al. (2013) suggest that
IGR J17354-3255 is an almost persistent HMXB. The authors
argued against the SFXT nature of this source, proposing an
eclipse origin for its variability.
It is important to remark that the only observational evidence
available at present to support a possible physical association of
these sources is a certain spatial, and sometimes temporal, corre-
lation. It is clear that long-time observations both in γ and X-ray
bands are necessary to establish a physical connection among
these sources.
As was argued by Sguera et al. (2009), a promising approach
to explaining the production of relativistic particles capable of
generating a transient γ-ray source, under the particular condi-
tions imposed by the SFXTs, is the formation of a transient jet
powered by a magnetic tower. Such an outflow could carry away
a considerable fraction of the accreting material (Kato, 2007).
In the magneto-centrifugal model of jet formation, the ejection
of matter is only possible if the material of the inner part of
the accretion disk can reach distances of ∼40 gravitational radii
(Kato et al., 2004). Thus, the Alfve´n radius, RA, cannot be much
larger than the NS radius, RNS, implying that the magnetic field
of the NS must be weak enough to allow the matter penetration.
In this sense, a simple basic condition for jet formation in ac-
creting NSs was obtained by Massi & Kaufman Bernado´ (2008),
who showed that the magnetic field at the surface of the NS must
be B . 108 G.
Although jet emission in accreting NSs was already observed
in some LMXBs (e.g. Cir X-1, Fender et al., 1998), this phe-
nomenon was not detected in HMXBs yet (but see the discussion
about LS I +61 303, Romero et al. (2007), for which jet models
have been proposed, Bosch-Ramon et al. (2006)). Our numerical
results suggest that if a significant fraction of the strong wind
emitted by the donor star can be accreted by the NS, a mag-
netic field evolution from a typical B = 1012 G surface field to
B <∼ 108 G might be possible on timescales t ∼ 107 yr, allowing
for jet formation.
In Figure 8 we summarize the timescale for magnetic field
decay from a typical initial pulsar-strength, B = 1012 G to
B <∼108 G, which is necessary for jet formation, as a func-
tion of the impurity content in the crust, Q, and the accretion
rate, ˙M, for LM and HM models (considering no neutron su-
perfluidity in the core, no SF). In the plot, it can be observed
that if ˙M < 6 × 10−11 M⊙ yr−1, the magnetic field cannot de-
crease four orders of magnitude in t < 2 × 107 yr. In contrast,
if ˙M > 1.7 × 10−10 M⊙ yr−1 , the magnetic field may decay by
more than four orders of magnitude at the surface for Q > 0.65
in the HM model, while in the LM model, such a decay might
be possible for all the explored values of the impurity content.
In both models, for 0.6 <∼ Q <∼ 1.2, a decrease of four orders of
magnitude might be possible for a much wider range of ˙M.
In our approach to the problem we assumed important con-
straining hypotheses that we discuss now. First, the magnetic
field has a fixed geometry: a dipolar configuration. We have ne-
glected higher-order terms that cannot evolve. However, the lo-
Q
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Fig. 8. Timescale, t, for magnetic field decay from 1012 G to
∼108 G, as a function of the impurity content, Q, and the ac-
cretion rate, ˙M−10, in units of 10−10 M⊙ yr−1, for both LM and
HM models, in the no SF case.
cal reorganization of the field has been found to have impor-
tant effects on a short timescale and for strongly magnetized
sources like magnetars for which B ∼ 1014 G (Pons et al., 2009;
Vigano` et al., 2012). Although including higher-order terms in
the field description is more realistic, the long-term evolution
would be dominated by the global geometry of the field and the
ohmic diffusion and convection caused by the accreted material.
Second, the accretion process was assumed to be spherical
and with constant mass rate, neglecting any redirection of the
material through the magnetic field poles and any stellar wind
dynamics over ∼107 yr. For fields B ∼ 108 − 1012 G and typ-
ical wind accretion rates, the magnetic energy density outside
the star is much higher than the energy density of the accreting
matter, and thus matter will flow onto the star’s surface in nar-
row channels. A more realistic scenario should include a two-
dimensional treatment for which the material is accumulated at
the magnetic polar caps with a local accretion rate as the rele-
vant parameter that varies according to the evolution of the com-
panion star. Although the modification of the results shown here
under a two-dimensional columnar accretion model are difficult
to predict, qualitatively speaking, the burying of the magnetic
field that dominates the evolution at the surface should also take
place, and thus the net effect found in the one-dimensional spher-
ical model might play an important role in a columnar accre-
tion scenario as well (see, for instance, Payne & Melatos, 2004,
2007; Lovelace et al., 2005). The results shown in this work will
certainly motivate future studies in this direction, and for these
we mention that such theoretical efforts are most likely not in
correspondence with other uncertainties of the problem, such as
the observationally inferred accretion rates and the stellar dy-
namics themselves.
Another approximation we adopted was that the crust is
isothermal and its evolution does not consider possible heat de-
position due to the accretion process. Nevertheless, in the long-
term evolution the results might be more affected by the crust
composition; therefore we have considered a modified accreted
equation of state for the thermal profiles, as in Aguilera et al.
(2008).
Finally, the impurity content has been set as a constant pa-
rameter through the outer crust, and with no relation with the
intensity of the accretion process (total accreted mass and/or ac-
cretion period) because no quantitative relation between them
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has been found so far; recent studies of quiescent thermal emis-
sion of LMXBs indicate that values of Q ∼ 1 are required to ad-
just data for two sources whose accretion rates are in the range
1 − 5 × 10−10 M⊙ yr−1 (Turlione et al., 2013).
5. Summary
We studied necessary conditions for jet formation in binary
systems formed by a neutron star that undergoes an induced
magnetic field decay due to the accretion of the wind pro-
duced by a high-mass stellar companion. We used a numerical
model that incorporates state-of-the-art microphysics involving
the electrical conductivity at the neutron star crust (Potekhin,
1999; Chugunov, 2012) and consistent thermal evolution profiles
(Aguilera et al., 2008). Our treatment took into account diffusion
of the currents in the neutron star crust and advection of the field
as a direct consequence of the matter accretion onto the surface.
A strong limitation of our model is that it considers spherical ac-
cretion instead of columnar accretion. We focused, however, on
qualitative aspects of the evolution of the surface magnetic field
- such as burying - that are expected to be important in the ac-
cretion area in a two-dimensional treatment as well. They may
also play a fundamental role in jet formation.
The results indicate that the timescale of the magnetic field
decay strongly depends on the accretion rate, which is less sen-
sitive to the impurity parameter Q and indirectly, through the
thermal profile, to the neutron star mass and to the superfluid-
ity state of the core. If a substantial fraction of the wind emitted
by the companion is accreted by the neutron star, for instance,
˙M & 10−10 M⊙ yr−1, the magnetic field can decay from a typical
initial value B = 1012 G to B <∼ 108 G on a timescale t ∼ 107 yr.
Hence, it could be possible for neutron stars to launch jets in
HMXBs.
Our results are important for models of SFXTs and
gamma-ray binaries such as LS I +61 303 or LS 5039, where
non-thermal phenomena are observed, and accretion rates
∼10−10 M⊙ yr−1 have been deduced from simulations (see
Romero et al., 2007; Owocki et al., 2011). In particular, hard fast
X-ray transients might form a new class of Galactic MeV emit-
ters, as was argued by Sguera et al. (2009) for the SFXT AX
J1841.0–0536.
Deep observations in γ-rays with Fermi and AGILE satellites
of the four candidate sources presented here will be important to
confirm the existence of transient relativistic particle injection
when, for instance, large clumps are accreted from the stellar
wind, allowing for the ejection of jets. Higher energy dedicated
observations with MAGIC II and HESS II might also help to
constrain the level of non-thermal radiation during X-ray flares
and to determine the cut-off and maximum energy of the rela-
tivistic particles. Radio interferometric observations with high
angular resolution will be necessary to detect the relativistic out-
flows. The detection of a transient jet in an HMXB with NSs
would provide indirect evidence for our predictions of the mag-
netic field decay.
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